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below: 
Custom Tea Trunk by Louis Vuitton

bottom: 
Desktop Brush by Carl Auböck

      At the beginning of the designing process, I was 
reading a book about Carl Auböck, the Austrian 
family studio which primarily dedicated to 
design sculptural yet functional brass products. 
The concept of most of their work involved this 
Objet Trouvé (found object) art style. I truly 
found pleasure in looking at their work. The 
work embodies a sense of humor that is almost 
innocent, but the functionality is so much 
connected with the profession. For example, my 
favorite piece of theirs, the nut-motif magnifying 
glass was designed for their architect clients. 
      Since then, I couldn’t stop having these mind 
drifting ideas: I started with making a shirt just 
like how one fold an origami shirt, and soon after 
that it comes with pants to the look; what does 
a shirt/skirt will look like if it’s been worn like a 
necklace; the candle wick is very similar to the 
stalk on the top of a beret, I made one and I burnt 
it; I created a set of sewing kit for travel based 
on the mechanism of the game Connect Four; 
toy started to become part of the theme as I also 
designed a bag which was inspired by the IKEA 
MULA toy……
      The “Play!” collection is composed of a series 
of the capsule, which all serves the purpose 
of looking at the object in a whimsical angle. 
The curiosity that comes from the association 
enables the viewers and the designers to explore. 
Meanwhile, the essence is remaining a child-
like passion to allow oneself to drift their minds, 
playing.
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below Left: 
Roller Coaster Handbag (Final Product Detail)

below Right:
Long Purse with Guilt Beads, France. late 18th c.

Inspired by the “slide-and-squeez” 
opening mechanism of  long coin purse, 
the product which was in fashion during 
the late 18th century. This simple and 
deserted mechanism is adapted to the 
creation of  Bead Roller Coaster Bag. 
The bag earned its name from the 
nostalgic IKEA toy MULA the bead 
roller coaster, which was meant for pre-
school education. The simple movement 
interaction with colored blocks seemed 
pointless, but a lot fun for the younger 
ones. As IKEA described the product, 

“Play is learning for life”.



below Left & Middle: 
Linked Leather Gloves Sketches

below Right:
Melting Beret



below : 
Beret Candle Melting Note 

ON THE LEFT : 
Beret Candle Melting Photo



On the Left:

3D stimulation and Sketches of:

Sewing Kit

Needle-bobbin Case

Replacement Button Case

Card Case







THE FOLDED PAPER
PATTERN PROCESS



ABOVE:

“The Folded  Paper” Origami Shirt  
Wearing Process



BELOW:

“The Folded  Paper” Origami Shirt Detail
Final Product














